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ABSTRACT

In the first part of this paper a search for a Qnarlt-Ghinn Plasma. (QGP) with
a TPC Magnetic Spectrometer at AGS by the BNL/CCNY/Johns Hopkins/Bice (E-
810) Collaboration is discussed. At AGS energies the expected increase in baryon
density is near maximum. If a QGP is formed even rarely this approach provides
a sensitive method for its detection. We have found some interesting phenomena
including strangeness enhancement, multi-A and A'" events and an increased slope
for ir~ (corresponding to a reduced temperature) in the usual temperature plot for
pi < 0.2 GeV/c. We plan to increase the statistics with the 14.5 GeV/c x A Si ions
on targets from light to heavy and then to continue the program with incident Au ions.

In Part II we discuss the BNL/CCNY/Notre Dame/Rice proposal for an a; 4n
TPC Magnetic Spectrometer for RHIC which we believe will be a sensitive probe for
hadronic QGP signals, and also capable of observing departures from QCD should they
occur.

1. Introduction

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the first theory of strong interactions that
has had a number of important successes and so far no serious contradictions.

However the quantitative successes have occurred to the ~ 15% level in the pertur-
bative (or hard) QCD region where theorists can calculate easily using perturbative
theory. But in the perturbative region a, becomes effectively weak and we are not
directly addressing the strong nuclear interaction problem.

'This research was supported by the US Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-AC02-
76CH00016 and DE-AC02-83ER40107.



Thus non-perturbative QCD (i.e. where a., is large) is at best only qualitatively
established in some aspects, such as hadron spectroscopy and glueballs.' One of the
most striking predictions of non-perturbative QCD namely the existence of a QGP2

has not ever been observed to date. Hence the observation and quantitative deter-
mination of the properties of a Quark-Gluon Plasma is of the utmost importance for
establishment of QCD in the non-perturbative region where theoretical calculations
are very difficult. Thus calculations require Lattice Gauge calculations and various
phenomenological approaches the latter of which are quite model dependent.

History has taught us that just because a theory works in one region does not
necessarily mean it will work in a very different domain. Since QCD is one of the
crucial elements of the "standard model"-it is essential for both Nuclear and Particle
Physics that it be critically tested in the non- perturbative region.

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram of Nuclear Matter1 expected from QCD. We
see that at baryon densities >5 — 10p,,rn we expect to form a QGP. It is estimated that
at AGS energies the maximum nuclear stopping observed1"''' in heavy ion collisions
might well have a decent chance of forming a QGP via increased baryon densities. As
the energy is increased the onset of nuclear transparency is expected to more-or-less
limit further increases in baryon density, and therefore AGS is a good place to search
for a QGP formed via increased baryon density.

At the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider under construction at BNL, nuclear trans-
parency is expected to lead to a sizeable central region and thus high enough temper-
atures in the central region to create a QGP via high temperature. It should be noted
that it is generally believed that only heavy ion collisions can achieve the required
baryon densities or temperatures we need to create a Quark-Gluon Plasma.
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Figure 1: Phase diagram of nuclear matter. Figure 2: Plan view of the apparatus

2. How do you detect a QGP?

Hadronic signals have the biggest cross section by a large factor and the potential
for high signal-to-background ratios. Of course the many interactions which occur as
plasma hadronizes to the final observed state could dilute and mask liadronic QGP



signals. Nevertheless, we believe that detailed studies of as many hatironic measure-
able characteristics as practical on an event-by-event basis will allow observation of
unusual events characteristic of a QGP if it is formed in appreciable amounts even
rarely. This led us to choose a TPC Magnetic Spectrometer which tracks all charged
particles with a large solid angle and rapidity coverage as an excellent way to search
for a QGP. We then developed the following two approaches.

A. AGS E-810 BNL/CCNY/Johns Hopkins/Rice. The TPC Magnetic Spectrom-
eter covers ss 2ir in the nucleon-nucleon cms.

B. At RHIC, plans for an « 4x TPC Magnetic Spectrometer, RIIIC LOI #3 ,
BNL/ CCNY/ Notre Dame/ Rice.

Figure 2 shows the experimental layout of the E-810 TPC system in the MPS
5 KG magnet at BNL. Three TPC modules each of active volume as 70cm(drift)
x 65cm(bending plane) x 30cm(a.long beam) with 36 rows of anode readout at the
bottom are employed. The TPC is a 3-dimensional point readout device. Therefore in
Fig. 3 the three rather cluttered two-dimensional views of a 100 track event (produced
by a 14.5 GeV/c x A Si ion incident on W) containing 3 or more A particles shown are
broken up into rather clean slices or segments as far as the pattern recognition program
is concerned. Thus high efficiency (approaching 90%) reliable track reconstruction
efficiency is obtained. The results shown are all for 14.5 GeV/c x A Si ions incident
on the various targets indicated.

Hun 7
Tape 15552
Date 28 JUN 90
Time 07:1^:33
Event 1535

Figure 3: 14.5 x A Gev/c Si on W
- 100 track event with 3A

Figure 4: Bending plane view of 3A
event with other tracks removed

Figure 4 shows a 3A event with the other tracks removed for clarity. "Central"
type events are selected by both hardware and software triggers. The clear A peaks
obtained are shown in Fig. 5. Clear K" peaks are also obtained in the ir+n~ mass
spectrum. The A production per event and the A'" production per event are shown
in Fig. 6 as a function of negative tracks observed which is taken as a measure of
energy deposition or "centrality."
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Figure 5: Lambda peak. Figure 6: A yield in the rapidity
region 1.2 < y < 3.0 as a func-
tion of negative track multiplicity
as described in the text. The errors
shown are statistical only.

The data is compared with a modified version of KIJET" (a sum of nuclpon-
nucleon cascade generator) in which many secondary interactions are included. The
A and A"" production exceed the predictions of this and the other available generators
by a factor of > 2. The modified HIJET results shown have had the one parameter
available, namely the secondary particle formation time, set equal to zero to maximize
secondary A and Kf production. This unrealistic approach has explained a good deal
of the A excess but still fails to explain the A'" data. Meson-Meson interactions are
being added to the event generator. It should be noted, that excess strangeness is a
predicted signature for a QGP.6

The evidence seems to imply that at the least, much denser than ordinary nuclear
matter is involved in these interactions. The use of other available event generators
would not solve this problem either. A preliminary analysis of our Si on W events
reveals that we have detected ~ 3,000 single A events, > 100 double A events and
a few triple A events. Similarly, up to 3A*" events have been observed. As this
analysis is continued the events containing multi A, multi K'J, combinations thereof,
p (detected by T.O.F.) and possibly A will be studied fro any unusual correlations of
characteristics which may make them candidates for QGP events.

The observed values of dNjdy vs. y for "negative pions" and protons cover the
cms rapidity range from ss —0.8 to near max rapidity (since 7r's are cut off at y=1.6)
and agree with E-802 results in the smaller rapidity interval they cover.1

The temperatures of the fireball are estimated to be =s 150 MeV using the usual
methods. However as shown in Fig. 7 we have found an anomalously high slope



at low px. corresponding to an anomalously low temperature as 100 MeV. This was
unpredicted. It may be due, at least partly, to A formation and other secondary
interactions. However it may also be due to new phenomena. This effect will be
investigated further.

Negatives 14.5xA G«V/c E-81 0
1000

Figure 7: Temperature oc inverse of slope.

Hanbury, Brown-Twiss and speckle interferometry will also be performed and we
find from preliminary analyses that we have sufficient resolution to detect them. We
plan to continue this general program with Au ions when they become available.

If a QGP is formed at AGS even rarely we believe our approach of obtaining
an enormous amount of detailed information and the many correlations contained
therein is a most sensitive method for detecting it.

Therefore, our plan is to increase the statistics and search for rare unusual events
which cannot be explained by conventional means and may require a QGP or other
non-conventional explanation.

PART II

3. Plans for a 4* TPC Magnetic Spectrometer at RHIC from RHIC Let-
ter of Intent (LOI)#3 submitted by the BNL/CCNY/Notre Dame/Rice
Collaboration.

For RHIC we have been proposing''" through all four workshops and culminating
in RHIC LOI # 3 an as Air TPC tracking magnetic spectrometer to search for a QGP
or other new phenomena which may even go beyond the standard model predictions



of QCD for hadronic interactions. To demonstrate the desirability of this approach
and aid in its design we have developed two event generators.

a. REIC event: This is a nucleon-nucleon cascade generator of the HIJET type
with important modifications which included all relevant conservation laws and quan-
tum number conservations (charge, baryon number, strangeness, energy and momen-
tum). In order to attain the generally expected flat central plateau and proton frag-
mentation peaks the stopping power was reduced phenomenologically by allowing
each colliding nucleon to fragment each time it hits by losing % 3 units of rapidity
(the width of the fragmentation region) which then goes into fragmentation. The
remainder proceeds as a particle for additional collisions. This led to flat central
plateaus and proton fragmentation peaks at RHIC while agreeing with both ACS
and CERN data. Secondary interactions are being taken account of in a program
called HADGAS. When we get RHIC data it will obviously be used to modify J,his
approach as indicated.

b. RHIC Plasma Event: We have developed a program that models a Van Uove
type plasma bubble breakup in a manner based on the work of P. Koch, M. Miiller and
J. Rafelski.6 Particle production probabilities depend on the critical temperature and
the gluon fragmentation function. Simple combinatoric weights are used to produce
particles according to these probabilities with a momentum distribution of that of
the critical temperature (chosen as 170 MeV).

In 100 GeV/c X A Au on 100 GeV/c X A Au central collisions we tagged a region
of 1.25f radius and allowed all of the energy in this region to form a plasma bubble
around y = 0 in the cms with a width of one rapidity unit (the typically estimated
value).

Figures 8-11 show one RHIC plasma event over ten RHIC events for TT+ or TT~ ,
K+ or A'~, p and p. Ten RHIC events were used for non-plasma events to obtain the
shape of the central region plateaus with good statistics, but only one RHIC plasma
event was shown to clearly indicate that even if such a single event is observed rarely
we can easily identify it. In fact it would take about a 20 statistical cr fluctuation
to even produce one of the rapidity bumps for pious, kaons or antiprotons in a non-
plasma event. It is also clear from these figures that a rapidity coverage of ±2 units
(4 total) is required for A'+, K~, p and p if we are to see the rapidity bumps and
reach the cascade level beyond it. In the case of pions ±3 units of rapidity range
is required. Thus we set as our goal that the detector should cover these minimum
ranges with reasonable efficiency. In designing a practical detector one must make
compromises. We have made the compromise of reaching for the largest practical
rapidity range coverage while giving up some $ coverage since we believe rapidity is
the most relevant variable. This naturally leads to the choice of a dipole magnet,
containing a central TPC with dEjdx and two external tracking TPC's and time-of-
flight particle identification all as shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 8: (a) ir+ or 7r~ counts and dN/dy vs. y for one central RITTC PLASMA
EVENT, (b) The average JT+ or Tz~dN/dy vs. y for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
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Figure 10: (a) Antiproton counts and dN/dy vs. y for one central RHIC PLASMA
EVENT, (b) The average antiproton dN/dy vs. y for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
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Figure 11: (a) Proton counts and dN/dy vs. y for one central RHIC PLASMA
EVENT, (b) The average proton dN/dy vs. y for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
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Figure 12: (a) Plan view of pole dipole magnet TPC experiment.
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Figure 12: (b) Elevation side view of pole dipole magnet experiment.

We have chosen an open geometry option so that access to the very central region
is open for future detectors. Approximately 500,000 electronic channels are required
for the central TPC which is read out from both the top and bottom of the magnet
for speed and an additional « 200,000 channels for the external TPC's. On-chamber
compact electronics and VLSI techniques will be used to bring the cost per channel
below $10.00. The total detector cost (excluding collaboration salaries and overhead)
is estimated to be below thirty million dollars which is the right ballpark for RHIC
first round detector funding.

Many of you have asked me what the response of the Program Committee to this
proposal was, and I promised to address that in my talk (in order to avoid multiple
rumors). First I should mention that as many of you are aware, there was also another
large solid angle TPC proposal made (RHIC LOI # 5 by LBL and collaborators). I
will not speak about LOI # 5 since it is beyond the scope of my talk. Speaking
personally it is my conclusion that the Program Committee was favorably receptive
to one large solid angle TPC in the first round at RHIC but was definitely not in
favor of two. This led to a request that the proponents of LOI #3 and LOI #5 get
together.

a. At the least that they submit a joint R&D proposal and address the differences
between the two proposals.

b. That hopefully this would lead to a marriage preferably based on gentle hints
but in my opinion probably if necessary a shotgun marriage.

9



I must say that I (and as far as I can tell my collaborators) are perfectly relaxed
about these suggestions.2

4. Overall Summary: (Part I and II)

In order to establish non-perturbative QCD it is extremely important to search
for a Quark-Gluon Plasma. It is also desirable to have detectors capable of observing
as mtich hadronic signal information in individual events as practical so that if a QGP
is formed or departures from. QCD should arise they could be observed.

In the first part of my talk I discussed the results of AGS E-810 (BNL/CCNY/
Johns Hopkins/Rice) which utilized a TPC spectrometer covering the forward 2JT in
the nucleon-nucleon cms for 14.5 GeV/c x A Si ions incident on a variety of targets
from Si to W. So far we have found a number of interesting phenomena includ-
ing strangeness enhancement, multi-A and multi-A'" events and marginally identified
some A events using p identification via time-of-flight. We have also observed an
increased slope for w~ (corresponding to a reduced temperature) in the usual tem-
perature plot for p i < 0.2 GeV/c. The plan here is to increase the statistics and
look for unusual rare events which imply QGP formation which at AGS is expected
to occur via increased baryon density (if it occurs at all). We plan to continue the
program with Au ions when they become available. The details have been discussed
in the paper.

We have also proposed an as 4TT solid angle tracking TPC magnetic spectrometer
for RHIC which we believe will be a very sensitive probe for hadronic Quark-Gluon
Plasma signals. The details were discussed in the paper and in Refs., 7d and 8.
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